
 

Learn how to add a BPM of your own with this video tutorial. Featuring: The magnificent vSTUDIO by Alcatrash! A lot of new
features and changes coming soon, like the new Pro mode and VST host automation! (check back for more info)«inserito da
Anonimo»Hi everyone! I am Anonimo, the creator of this software. This is my second release in order to make my product
better than ever before. I am here today for both my users and future users to discuss some about the new features that I've
added in the vSTUDIO plugin version 4.91. The new Pro mode is an advanced mode which has more functions than the
standard Easy. The VCV feature allows you to record or process your own VST effects in order to create your own sound after
changing the values of the parameters in the virtual effect. There are also new features in the Mix tab in order to modify your
sound in a more deep way. I hope you guys find this software useful, and please do leave comments in order for me to know
what I can improve in future versions. Thank You! -Alcatrash «inserito da Anonimo»Hi everyone! I am Anonimo, the creator of
this software. This is my second release in order to make my product better than ever before. The new Pro mode is an advanced
mode which has more functions than the standard Easy. The VCV feature allows you to record or process your own VST effects
in order to create your own sound after changing the values of the parameters in the virtual effect. There are also new features
in the Mix tab in order to modify your sound in a more deep way. I hope you guys find this software useful, and please do leave
comments in order for me to know what I can improve in future versions. Thank You! -Alcatrash «inserito da Anonimo»Hi
everyone! I am Anonimo, the creator of this software. This is my second release in order to make my product better than ever
before. The new Pro mode is an advanced mode which has more functions than the standard Easy. The VCV feature allows you
to record or process your own VST effects in order to create your own sound after changing the values of the parameters in the
virtual effect. There are also new features in the Mix tab in order to modify your sound in a more deep way. I hope you guys
find this software useful, and please do leave comments in order for me to know what I can improve in future versions. Thank
You! -Alcatrash «inserito da Anonimo»Hi everyone! I am Anonimo, the creator of this software. This is my second release in
order to make my product better than ever before.
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